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Preface to the 3rd Issue
Greetings of the Festive Season!!!
We all at Wildlife Photography Association of India feel immensely proud to come forward with the third
issue of the WPAI Newsletter in October 2021. This has become possible for your uncompromising support
and contribution. We are extremely thankful to all the contributors and well-wishers for supporting us during
this time of the COVID 19 pandemic. We have tried our best to bring some insightful articles related to
emerging and traditional ideas of photography. We wish that the articles published in our current issue will
enrich all the amateur as well as professional photographers in different ways.
Social distancing during the period of the COVID 19 pandemic has restricted our access to social
institutions. At the same time, it has provided us quality time to develop new ways of expanding our artistic
thoughts. Barbara Jenkin, in her article “Developing a Photographic Style”, has discussed how this time
of Pandemic can shape our ideas of photography. She has shared her own venture towards perfection in
the art of photography through learning different skills from YouTube videos, books, articles and insightful
conversations with other photographers during this time. Gary Potts’ “‘Top Marks’” In International
Exhibitions / Salons” has shown a light on some principles to make your images in the top list in any
photographic event. He has emphasized two things, ensuring that your photograph creates an IMPACT on
the judges’ mind and it goes through some ethical and skilled post-processing before you send it for
exhibition.
G.S. Krishnamurthy, in his article “Wildlife Photography”, has illustrated some techniques and ethics
behind the perfection in the genre of wildlife photography. He says that wildlife photography is a perfect
fusion between science and arts because the artistic photographic representation helps us to explore
scientific phenomena like natural habitat, activities, life cycle evolution of the wild animals. John F. Larson,
Jr.’s “An Engineer becomes a Photographer” is an autobiographic journey of the author himself. An
electric engineer turned photographer; Larson narrates how his life changed in a charismatic way when he
fell in love with his first SLR camera in 1984. His technical knowledge helps him in digital manipulation or
altered reality that added a new perspective of digital photography for many successive photographers.
“My Photography Journey” by Zee Kek HENG is another autobiography that illustrates the
photographer’s innovative ideas of travel, nature and event photography. “My Mejda - Benu Sen: A
Legend in Photography” by Professor Biswatosh Sengupta is all about the author’s reminiscences of his
days with his “Mejda” Benu Sen, the legendary photographer and the inventor of photography techniques
like “BS4” and “Tonoroma”.
WPAI Newsletter started its journey in April 2021 with an initiative to exploring and updating the emerging
trends of photography. We have engaged so many photographers of world repute from India and abroad
so far. We are grateful to those authors who have contributed their articles in all our three issues on different
genres of photography. WPAI Newsletter is committed to promoting innovative and scholarly ideas of
photography. We wish your contributions, support and feedback so that we can continue our journey
towards promoting rich visual culture through the art of photography.

Thanking you
Chitrangad Kumar
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Delevoping a Photographic Style
(How the Pandemic helped my Skills)
By Barbara Jenkin, EFIAP/d3 GMPSA/p SPSA ARPS

Barbara Jenkin

It can take many years to develop one’s own photographic
style and even when your style has emerged it still continues to
evolve and grow. My own personal style development is closely
linked to my acquiring and learning new skills, to seeing new
ideas in exhibitions and trying out previously untried genres.
Technology also plays a huge part, as new ideas come about.
Sometimes however opportunities come in disguise, the Covid
pandemic has given me so much extra time to develop ideas and
techniques, during the lockdowns I was able to spend days
working on single images and in so doing have honed my skills.

Genres I like to work in are portraiture, fine art nude and dance, originally I did little to manipulate
my images, but as time has passed and my skills have changed I have found that I can improve
on my images.

All of the images above had minimal post production work. As I began to enter exhibitions I
became aware of other techniques I could use to change the style of my images, this is what I
did:•

Attended suitable workshops and courses

•

Talked to other photographers about techniques

•

Identified the skills I needed in Photoshop

•

Watched Utube, read books

•

Experimented and practised new skills as I acquired them

I began with working on my knowledge of Photoshop, and made sure I could use the tools I
needed to reach the images in my imagination. A very basic tool I needed to master was my
ability to cut out my subject in order to add a different background. This also involved mastering
the use of layers.
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The vision I wanted to achieve was the figure surrounded by the pastel fabric, so I had to :•

Decide on the pose and look, communicate the emotion I wanted to the model

•

After looking at levels and sharpness cut out the figure, drape and flowers

•

Photograph drapes in different colours

•

Add drapes in different layers

•

After flattening the image decide if I wanted to flip the image

Another major tool I began to develop was how to make my own brushes, to do this I used my
own images of flowers and followed the instructions on the help pages of Photoshop and began
to make my own brushes. This was very trial and error and sometimes amazing results
happened. When I had learned how to develop brushes I then had to master the art of using
them effectively.
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The images above are some early experiments using brushes
I then decided to try painting with the brushes I had made to Create scenes.

The images above all began with a
single dancer in a studio on a plain
white background. I then created the
scene by adding multiple layers and
using many different brushes to build
up the scenes. I have found it is
useful to collect a bank of different
skies to use as a basis for this type of
image.
When the pandemic started and we
were put into lockdown I found I had
time on my hands and no new
images to work on so

I began going back to look at previously captured images which I had not worked on and at this
point my mythology series emerged. One of my models had the Greek goddess look and hair
and was perfect for the vision that was in my imagination.
My first attempt at this type of image was to work on the theme of the Three Graces from Greek
mythology. The Three Graces were the three daughters of Zeus, each of whom is described as
being able to bestow a particular gift on humanity. They were Euphrosyne representing the gift
of mirth, Aglaia the gift of elegance and Thalia the gift of youth and beauty.
The images I used for the final images were taken in 2015 in an old building using natural light.
When I took the images I did not have the skills to create what I wanted to do.
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To achieve my final image first of all I cut out the 3 figures, I then created a background layer
using various brushes I had made using the tones and colours from the original images. Next I
composed the scene using the 3 figures and then with the clone tool created a layer to overlay
the original background. After flattening the image I used further brushes and cloning to reach
the final result. To finish off I used the dodge and burn tools. I spent about 15 hours creating
this image
The final image.
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I was very pleased with this image and continued to experiment with another image from 2015

From

to

This is Aurora at Dawn. In Roman myths, Aurora was the goddess of the dawn, Aurora renews
herself every morning and flies across the sky, announcing the arrival of the Sun. The
background behind the figure therefore was created to give the idea of dawn breaking
In the image below called Birth of Aurora I have tried to give a suggestion of the breaking dawn
chasing away the shadows of the night.

From these 4 images I created Persephone Dances, Twin Goddesses and Birth of Aurora
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It is important to state that I had the final images in my imagination when I captured the originals,
I just hadn’t developed the skills to perfect them. Always take dancers from lots of different angles
to give yourself more options when being creative.
In the next part of my lockdown journey I began to work on my monochrome images and started
to experiment with backgrounds. To create the backgrounds I used Topaz software and used the
Impression part of the Topaz suite, at the time in my garden I grew some beautiful parrot tulips
and began by photographing them with a close up lens, I liked the lines of movement in the petals
and it reminded me of the waves of the sea.

Original

Topaz impression Topaz impression Topaz impression Topaz textures

I then selected an image of a ballet dancer posing on a drum, cut out the figure, put in various
layers using the images above, used the dodge and burn tool, flattened the image and converted
it to monochrome using Nik software. My final action was to flip the image. This image has gained
a number of gold awards.

Just before the first lockdown in UK I was lucky enough to photograph Tillie and Leon , a very
talented duo.
Firstly I selected images from the shoot that I wanted to work on, the 5 images selected had
different amount of manipulation applied to them.
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Image number 1 was simply cut out the figures and create a background using brushes, I wanted
the strong emotions between the two figures to dominate so did not want to distract from them .
Image number 2 became a scene using clouds as a background and also using clouds made into
brushes in the foreground
Image number 3 became a flower meadow scene using a real sky and many brushes of flowers
Image number 4 I tried a different technique and created a gallery for my dancers, the pictures on
th gallery wall were created using Topaz Simplify
Image number 5 I wanted to create a moody feeling and sad emotions so used a brick wall to
imply stark raw emotions as a background after cutting out the figures, I used the dodge and burn
tools to create an atmosphere of desolation and misery.
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I have used these techniques recently with portraiture was well, since the covid restrictions have
eased I have been able to photograph models again.

From

to

from
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I decided that for the coloured image I wanted a lighter softer background so created one using a
close up of the flowers in the headdress and then turning them into an abstract by using Topaz
Impression. This meant that the background was going to be complimentary to the colours in the
rest of the image. Next I cut out the figure, added the background as a new layer and flattened the
image. I then enhanced the headdress by cloning flowers from the headdress and adding them
to the ends of the spikes. Finally I used the created background and the clone tool to add to the
lower part of the image creating a feeling of softness.
In the monochrome image I wanted to create an icy feeling and found that mono gave me that
cold look. I used similar techniques as in the colour image.

These 3 portraits have all had the treatment which has become my style, the first 2 were taken
at least 3 years ago, the final one very recently.
The final images I am going to talk about rely on images taken a number of years ago but thanks
to the pandemic have been worked on for the first time..
This one is called Primavera and has links to Greek mythology and the fine art painting of
Botticelli of the same name. The painting depicts a group of figures from classical mythology in
a garden,
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I photographed the model in my studio in 2019, I took many images of her in a variety of poses, I
liked the way her dress floated and moved.
My first task was to create a scene which suggested the birth of spring that I could later place
my figures in. I wanted to create an abstract background which just gives an impression rather
than a figurative one.
I created the background using brushes made from different flowers and then applied Topaz
impression a number of times until I reached the desired look. This technique is very trial and
error and I made sure that I saved constantly
I then cut out the figures and experimented by moving them around, then I used the dodge and
burn tools on the background to create depth.
Finally I used the clone tool to give depth and to add distance between the figures. When the
layers had been flattened I them used Nik software to darken the edges.
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This image is called Lavendar Field Dance and it was inspired by a
travel image of lavender fields that I saw in a salon catalogue.
You will notice that the dress is similar to that in Primavera, I called on
a talented seamstress friend to make one in the colour palette of pink
and cerise.
I used a real sky with whispy clouds as the basis for the background
layer and then used brushes to create depth. After creating another
layer by cutting out the figure I then flattened the image and
completed the image by using the clone tool and the dodge and burn
tools.
The original image of the dancer was taken in 2019 and the sky image
in 2013
This image is called Storm Nymph 2, again a link to mythology.
The original ballet dancer image dates from 2017. I took numerous
poses and the drapes in the image were separate layers taken from
different poses. I wanted to give the impression of movement caused
by wind and storm BUT I tried to create a benevolent storm rather
than one that causes destruction and chaos. That is the reason for the
pastel colour palette
The background is again based on a close up of a flower manipulated
in Topaz Impression.

In conclusion I say :Take lots of images of flowers, skies, walls and textures, you may not use then immediately but
you will have them when the need arises
Enter exhibitions and look at the catalogues
Seek inspiration from paintings
Learn new skills and techniques and practice them
Experiment, there is a lot of trial and error involved in this process
Remember that sometimes you will NOT achieve your vision BUT sometimes everything falls
into place and you will get the image you envisaged.
The one good thing to come from the pandemic has been the time it has given me to be
creative.
Useful software I regularly use
Adobe Creative Cloud
Topaz Suite
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“Top Marks” In International Exhibitions / Salons
By Gary Potts, APSA, GMPSA, SPSA, EFIAP/g

Gary Potts

Gary began his photography passion as a 14 year old youth in a
local camera shop in his hometown. Nearly 60 years later, he’s
earned his APSA, GMPSA, SPSA and EFIAP/g distinctions from both
the Photographic Society of America and the Federation of
International Art Photography. He is a Past-Executive Vice President
of PSA and judges many international exhibitions while continuing his
own photographic pursuits. Currently, he serves on the PSA
Nominating Committee and the Ethics Review Board. He is a PSA
Portfolio Assessor. He enjoys participating in PSA’s Digital Dialogue
Group 66, Infrared Photography.

I’ve recently had the honor to judge several international photographic exhibitions, and several
of those were sponsored by the many clubs and organizations within India. I marvel at the quality
of the work and the originality of the subject matter. While the opinions in this writing are entirely
my own, perhaps you’ll gain some insight into your own photographs and why they are or aren’t
faring well as you enter them in these competitive events.

Contented Poverty

Ballet Essentials

First, I think that in today’s world of literally millions of images being produced each day, week
or month, it is ESSENTIAL to continue to bring new subject matter to the table in your work. Said
another way, your images must have IMPACT! Impact is that vague term that many of us use to
describe an award winning photograph, but essentially it means the judge who views such an
image has an impression of it for some time to come. We see it for the first time and think of how
unique, creative, or stunningly beautiful the composition is and how expertly you have postprocessed the image. We often say “this image really GRABS me”! Of course that’s not a literal
meaning, but it’s a metaphor for saying “this image has great IMPACT”! Share your images with
fellow photographers and ask them the simple question “Do you feel this image has impact and
offers the viewer a new visual, photographic experience?”! If the answer is yes, get it entered
soon in one of the hundreds of international photographic exhibitions around the World.
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Secondly, to be successful and receive those top marks with your images, post-processing
must be excellent to impeccable. I mean to say the image must have these characteristics:
a. Critically sharp…I often say “tack sharp” to emphasize this need.
b. Strong blacks and whites…milky / faded / grayish blacks are simply unacceptable and detract
from the image and result in lower scores. Or, maybe an image that’s excellent in all ways but
proper tones will end up with an acceptance rather than a ribbon or medal! Check your image
LEVELS and CURVES to insure this aspect is optimal. To help insure this, make sure your monitor
is color calibrated with one of the many colorimeters and software available today for that purpose.
What YOU see on your screen may not be what the JUDGEs see on their screens. Judges, too,
should insure their monitors are similarly calibrated.
c. Exciting or unique subject matter…as a judge, I am bound to judge each image as though it
was the first time I’d ever seen the subject or the technique. However, judges are all human, there
is no AIS (artificially intelligent scoring!), and it becomes difficult to see the same subjects or the
same actual images submitted over and over and over again in international exhibitions. Sure, if
you have a proven winner, and if you are seeking PSA, FIAP or other distinctions that allow one
title to accumulate multiple acceptances, give it a go and enter it often! If this isn’t the case,
however, don’t continue using the image in the hope a miracle acceptance or award might result!
We are always compelled to score higher for the new and unique image, because this is very
much related to our feeling that the image imparts some IMPACT on us that is impressive and
results in a high score.

Essence of Ballet

Dancing Queen
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Thirdly, keep in mind that the subjectivity of judging will frequently result in a mixed message
about your image. Sometimes you gain an acceptance, sometimes the same image is
rejected…but it’s the SAME image entered in two different exhibitions. It’s perplexing for us all,
even those of us who’ve entered hundreds of these over the years—yet it simply is a fact of life in
entering photographic exhibitions. I well remember one of my images that had gotten several
rejections then achieved a salon gold medal in the next one! THAT is subjectivity at work, so be
ready for those kinds of results with your own work.
Fourthly, it seems to me that subject matter in our international exhibitions seems to go through
phases over time. What I mean by that is simply this—images of a particular type do well in some
exhibitions and some countries but not so well in others. Again, we judges are trying our best to
view the cowboy being thrown off the rodeo horse just as equally as the village scene of African
tribesmen. Or, we might have a personal favoritism toward studio portraits, or creative
composites, or to special sporting events, or to broad expansive landscapes, or to water scenes,
or to city scenes, or to…you get the idea I’m sure. What can you do about this? Nothing! Just
be aware of this possibility and enter your fine works accordingly. Look for those images that
have universal appeal (meaning ACCEPTANCES), regardless of the salon being entered and the
geographic location of same.

Southwestern Style

Jessica Elegance

Warrior Princess

Fifth and last point on this idea of optimizing your chances for “top marks” is to consider your
final presentation to the judges. Would a ‘stroke’ of white or a complementary color build impact
if applied to a border? Would darkening the edges add more drama, more emphasis to a subject
more centrally located in the frame (careful to insure this is allowable in Nature, Photo Travel and
Photojournalism). Remember that there is a distinct difference between a darkened edge around
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the frame and a vignette border around it! Edge darkening can be easily overdone. Does your
image saturation look reasonably natural and as the eye would have captured the scene?
Dramatic saturation might be acceptable in some images but generally gives the judge an
impression of being overdone and artificial. A similar caution should be mentioned about HDR
images. I’ve seen many that can’t be identified as HDR, since they are done so expertly. Others,
however, are an immediate giveaway and result in a reduced score many times.

Sunrise At Fly Geyser
Victor 1839
When you view the images that I’ve submitted with this writing, know that each of them have both
been accepted AND awarded in some fashion in an international exhibition. It might have been
PSA only, FIAP only or jointly approved by both PSA and FIAP. Including them with this article is
by no means intended to boast or be egotistical about my photography. I hope they aid your
education and awareness of some of the points made earlier. Ask yourself if your images (and
mine) are matching up to the key ingredients I’ve mentioned. Ask other friends and fellow
photographers how they rate your images, and tell them you want the utmost candor. I find family
members always think your images are fantastic, but their concept of ‘fantastic’ and the
international judges’ concept of that definition will likely vary widely.
Last point, if you are working on Distinctions as they are called in PSA…the QPSA, PPSA, MPSA
and the GMPSA and above…awards are personally gratifying but are not required. PSA counts
ACCEPTANCES toward the Distinctions goals. FIAP on the other hand requires both
ACCEPTANCES and AWARDS of various numbers and from a defined set of image titles for their
AFIAP, EFIAP and EFIAP/b/s/g/p and beyond. You need BOTH in FIAP.
Good luck with your exhibition images. The bar has risen significantly over the years since digital
photography began, and I expect to only get more challenging in the years to come.
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Requirements for Articles Submitted to WPAI Newsletter
WPAI Newsletter Timetable
April Edition - Closing date for articles 28th February
July Edition - Closing date for articles 31st May
October Edition - Closing date for articles 31st August
January Edition - Closing date for articles 30th November
*Please send your articles as early as possible to help us ensure WPAI Newsletter goes out on time.
Criteria for Articles
Try to keep articles to less than 1500 words.
Article must be typed in English language and provided in an electronic document that can be opened in
Microsoft word.
Do not send the articles in PDF format!
Photos for Inclusion With Your Article
Maximum of 15 photos.
Must be 1024px on longest dimension, at 96ppi, regardless of photo orientation.
A list of the image files must be provided with any applicable text that is to accompany each image, eg
who and what is shown in photo. This list can either be at the bottom of the article or provided in a
separate document.
Images must be of a good quality and edited for best presentation, eg colour, cropping etc.
If the position or order of the photos in your article is important, please put the file name in red text in your
article and we will endeavour to place it there. Depending on page layout, be aware it may not always be
possible to place the photo exactly where you would like it.
** Please understand that the images you send may not always all be included. Space, layout, suitability
for all readers and quality will be considered.
** Articles for the “Recommendations From a Local Photographer” mini article section are to be a maximum
of 400 words and two photos.
Submission of Articles
If possible, please send all articles and accompanying images via WeTransfer or a similar file transfer
system to the Editor of WPAI Newsletter Service.
Direct the file transfer to email address: officewpaidelhi@gmail.com
Please do not email photos unless instructed to do so by the WPAI Newsletter Editor
Permissions
It is a requirement that those submitting articles have acquired the necessary permissions to publish the
images they are submitting to WPAI Newsletter. Authors of articles must ensure that the material they
provide does not breach the copyright of any other party.
Regulations
All those submitting items to WPAI Newsletter for possible publication must ensure they have read the
Regulation for Publishing Articles in WPAI Newsletter. All articles submitted for possible publication must
be accompanied by a “WPAI Newsletter Author’s Agreement” form that has to be filled and signed by the
author of the article. These documents are available on the WPAI website at: www.wpaidelhi.com
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WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY
By G. S. KRISHNAMURTHY,
PPSA, MFIAP, ARPS, AICS, FFIP, FIIPC, HON.PESGSPC, GPA PESGSPC, Hon. WPAI

G.S. KRISHNAMURTHY

From time immemorial Indians have a close relationship with wild
animals. Importance has been given to the flora and fauna of the land.
The religion also supports the relationship with animals / birds reptiles
etc. They are associated with Gods as their vehicles/protectors. We
have been worshipping animals/plants in temples, our homes,
forests/villages surrounding forests. Even in Historical Cave painting we
could see man with animals. Man and animals are living together for
ages. This aspect has helped conservation of wild animals in India. India
is a land of rich Bio-diversity and is home to several well known large
animals, including the Bengal Tiger, Asiatic Lion, Indian Leopard,Indian
Elephant, Indian Rhinoceros, Snow Leopard and Clouded Leopard
along with many other species / Birds/insects. India is very rich in its
flora and fauna.

WHAT IS WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY: There are different genre of photography and wildlife is
one among them. Wildlife photography is a genre of photography concerned with documenting
various forms of wildlife in their natural habitat. In spite of other natural phenomena we are
attracted towards wild animals. If you want to be a good wildlife photographer you should learn
to admire and respect nature and develop interest in wildlife photography and one becomes
passionate for the wildlife. While the study of wildlife is science, presenting the same is an art.
Wildlife photography is a combination
of science and art. Photographing
wildlife may be to record the behavior,
actions and portraying the wildlife for
scientific purposes to know the
behavior, life cycle, its relationship
with the family and other animals /
birds and the habitat.
Wildlife
photography
is
photographing
animals in their natural habitat.
Documenting important moments of
wildlife in good light is important.
However availability of wildlife, proper lighting, and opportunity to take good pictures are not in
the hands of the photographer. Wildlife photographs should have picture value, natural history
value, pictorial quality. Pictorial presentation enhances the value of wildlife photograph though it
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is not a must. Wildlife photography provides, presents unbelievable moments / activities /
behavior, emotions and actions. When good opportunity presents, it should be properly utilized
and
should not be missed to capture special moments/behavior/action. In wildlife the
opportunities lost is lost forever and cannot be repeated. It is very important to know beforehand
the behavior/habitat/interaction/body language etc., of the animal we are photographing. we
should keep necessarily the safe and approachable
distance between the animal and
photographer. Knowing the behavior of animals helps in keeping the approachable distance and
avoid untoward incidents and dangerous consequences. Many instances are there in the recent
past where people go near elephant to take selfie/photograph and face death because they do
not know the behavior of wild elephant. Do not tease /irritate animals. That may be too dangerous
if the animal turns violent and harm the photographer. The picture should be natural as seen and
no manual hand/alteration is permitted. The picture should not exaggerate the movements.,
unnatural use of angle for photographing is not desirable. It is very important to be in the right
place at the right time. Understanding the behavior of the subject photographed helps in
documenting good wildlife pictures. Show respect to animals and do not interfere with the animals
behavior. Nature unfolds in its own way and its own pace. It may take time to get natural shots.
Wait silently and motionless while photographing wildlife. Hasty movements and start clicking
immediately after seeing the animal disturbs the subject and we may lose the chance of taking
good pictures. Try to abide by the rule of composition as far as possible we may break the rule
when such opportunity does not exist. Nature first and wildlife photography is next. Story Telling
pictures are most emotive. Choose portrait or landscape orientation depending on the situation
and whether you want take a close-up or wide picture with environment, depending on your
requirement and if the subject co-operates. Be sure to check your camera settings before the right
moment comes along. Fumbling while some action is going on is detrimental. If you forget to
change to proper camera setting, you are likely to miss the shot. The best wildlife encounters often
happens right after sunrise or an hour before sunset. The side or cross light/diagonal light brings
out textures and also gives the picture a pictorial effect. So be there at the right time to capture
the right moment. Capturing actions such as hunting, eating, fighting or birds in flight carrying nest
material, feed and the parental care/affection shown to the off springs are most fascinating. Inter
action among them is delightful. Isolate the animal for a better picture rather than in a group.
Always focus the camera to the eyes of the animal which brings out life to the picture. The candid
moments tells the story and the picture speaks itself. It is very important to know the subject you
want photograph, the place where the subject is available, sustaining prey base, which is the best
season, the location and the facilities available there at are to be explored before venturing out.
If we are fortunate and have conducive situation we may come out with good images. If conditions
are adverse we may not get good image. Take the help of guide/ Vehicle driver as they can easily
locate the movements of animals. Be watchful and lookout for animals while on safari.
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EQUIPMENT FOR WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY: Before the advent of digital Camera the
Manual/film cameras were used. It was very difficult to take pictures after making camera
adjustments and then focusing and taking picture. Many important pictures were missed/lost
because of the time required for taking each picture was long and low ISO films and
transparencies. Especially taking action pictures was a great challenge. Even after taking picture
anxious moments were spent till the film is processed and printed.
But after the advent of the digital SLR cameras, higher shutter speeds, high ISO, higher Mega
Pixel capability with large sensors and many lenses with different focal length with large aperture
(Fast Lenses) has enlarged the opportunities for wildlife photography. Things have become more
easier for Wildlife Photographers. Use of full frame DSLR Cameras is a better choice for wildlife
photography. However use of crop factor DSLR has the advantage of increased focal length. You
have to sacrifice quality of images if Crop Factor DSLR is used since the size of the sensor is
small. Now any equipment you require is easily available. To photograph wildlife, It requires
different lenses for different subjects like animals/Birds/Insect etc., Depending on the size of the
subject and the distance from the camera, different lenses with varied focal length are to be used.
opinions do change in this regard. DSLR cameras have different priorities like Programmed/Auto,
Aperture, Shutter, Auto ISO etc., The selection of which priority to use depends on the
photographer and the convenience. For most of the wildlife shooting Aperture Priority is preferred.
Use of continuous focus (AFC) is preferred for moving animals. For Wildlife Photography huge
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amount has to be invested for buying equipment such as Digital SLR Camera, Tele lens, Super
Zoom lens, Wide Angle lens, Macro lens, Tripod, underwater cameras etc., The prices of branded
cameras and lenses are very high, depending on the features it has. Select and buy only what
you need, depending on what subject you choose to photograph. Using Tele Zoom is preferable
and convenient for wildlife photography. Use of Tripod / Monopod / Bean Bag is recommended
wherever possible. Using good equipment can produce great pictures along with the person
behind the camera.

SHOOTING DIGITAL IMAGES: In digital era we take pictures in Raw, Tiff or JPEG formats using
digital SLR cameras. While Raw images are un processed images, TIFF and JPEG images are
processed in the camera itself and the scope for enhancement reduces. The image size you select
is critical in making final images. When we shoot pictures in Raw format, post processing is a
must. The raw format gives ample opportunity to bring out accurate colors as seen while taking
pictures. The color gamut of the raw images are huge. The images can be fine tuned including
sharpening. Various software's/apps are available to edit / enhance the picture quality. Post
processing has limitations and overdoing will spoil the picture.
PASSION FOR NATURE AND WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY: Enjoy being out in the nature.
Wildlife photography is most exciting and breathe taking. Patience, perseverance and persistence
is the key to wildlife photography. Capturing the moment is most important in wildlife photography.
Images which evoke emotions in viewers is the greatest success of wildlife photographer. View
the work of other wildlife photographers, in addition to magazines, local galleries and witness
webinars. Analyze the photos, learn what makes them great. Try to create your own style and
make a portfolio and show them to experts in the field and get guidance. Presentation is just as
important as quality photos. So make a flawless presentation of Wildlife pictures/images.
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CONSERVATION OF WILDLIFE: Many species are disappearing and many are added to
endangered species list year after year. Photographing wildlife may help in documenting different
species of animals and bring awareness to conserve wildlife. Loss of habitat has forced wild
animals to invade human habitat. The encroachment of wildlife habitat and corridors has forced
animals to enter villages/cities. Human and animal conflict are ever increasing. It is most important
to preserve the habitat for wildlife. We should care and love nature then only our wildlife improves
and continuous conservation efforts are needed where the wildlife photographers play an
important role and are very helpful in protecting the animals from poaching and destruction of
habitat.

CONCLUSION: The success rate in wildlife photography is very less. We should not get
disappointed if some failures are there. Patience, Persistence and perseverance pays and you
are bound to get good images. Becoming a successful wildlife photographer can be long and hard
due to various difficulties to be faced. it is an expensive hobby / profession.
SOME DOES AND DONTS IN THE FOREST: Follow the instructions of the sanctuary / forest. Do
not tease the animals and disturb the tranquility of the place. Do not use bright colored clothes.
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Preferably use forest friendly/ camouflage clothes/hides. Use of deodorants/perfumes to be
avoided as Animals can make out your presence by smell. Do not litter the forest. Smoking and
throwing cigarette butts is prohibited. Do not get down from the vehicle which is highly dangerous.
Speak in whispered tone. Switch off the mobile phones. Keep necessary distance from the wild
animals. Be watchful for the animals while your vehicle is moving. Do not make sudden
movements when animals are sighted. Give necessary time for wild animals to settle to get good
pictures.

Ethics: Be a waiter. Baiting of animals has to be avoided. Bird watching/scientific wildlife
observance or conservation of wildlife. Wildlife photography is all about capturing animals in their
natural habitats.
We come across nature all the time. and has made way to stop having lay shooting with camera.
Loving wildlife is still in our heart. Wildlife photography is about capturing animals with some
behaviours / actions which creates image with emotions. But the lighting conditions / behaviours /
actions / positioning of animals and what it does is not in our hands. We are completely helpless
and take images as the situation occurs.
With all the uncertainty wildlife photography is exciting/enticing We should not tease the animals
for getting good images. Study of behaviour / life cycle, good season and habitat where they live
are very important to get good images. Example, The migrating birds are seen in plenty in winter
but after 2 or 3 months they fly back and if you visit the place then we have to return with empty
hand and your chance be certain of photographing the particular species and visit the place when
conditions are ideal for photographing. Definitely you will be successful if your preparation to
photograph is good. Sometime wildlife photography is a matter of life and death. But exploring
wildlife is very exciting. Animals are at times co-operative if we approach them slowly and keep
safe distance.
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You should forget everything and concentrate on photographing animal/bird keep silence and
allow animals to settle and do their activity. Do not disturb them .What sort of picture one likes
depends on their liking. Choosing a fairly good background with lighting which gives pictorial
effect and engaged in some activity has to be given priority to represent species we face to record
shots also. You should make your camera settings and appropriate use of cameras may fetch
good images. You should click at the right moment without losing the opportunity. If you look an
important action you can never repeat it and the opportunity is lost once for all and only regrets.
maintain comfortable distance from the animal Baiting of animals/birds for photography purposes
is bad and not to be encouraged..

EMOTION SHARING: Sharing of information with others helps in making good images. The
encounters in the forest is interesting to many and wildlife photographers are part of these stories.
DEVELOP YOUR STYLE: Experiment try framing your subject in the photo. Then try shooting
wider or closer. Decide for example if you want to focus on structure and details or if you prefer to
show more of the subject in its habitat.
SHOW CONSIDERATION: Presumably, Be careful if you move and insect to a nearby leaf or rock
never handle your subject excessively or put them in danger. PLAN AHEAD: HAVE FUN Sure
you will want to have your camera with you, but make time to look around and appreciate what
you can see without a lens in front of you. You learn more about nature, which will help you
become a better nature photographer.
Story telling value of a photograph is important.
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An Engineer Becomes a Photographer
By John F. Larson, Jr., FPSA, MPSA, Hon. WPAI
I graduated from Valparaiso University in 1966 with a B.S.E.E. degree.
I worked for 28 years at General Electric as a Design Engineer and
Manager of several groups including assignments in Schenectady, NY,
Nashville, TN, Ft. Wayne, IN and Burlington, IA. I then worked as
Engineering Systems Manager for Marathon Electric in Wausau, WI for
10 years. After that I "retired" and went to teaching at SCC in
Burlington, IA. My Cara Mia, Carolyn Todd-Larson and I were married
in January 2021. She is is also a photographer and member of PSA.

John F. Larson, Jr.

Since 2004 I have been teaching at Southeastern Community College,
mostly Math. I stopped face to face teaching in 2014 and now only
teach online. Having recently moved to Pennsylvania I am always
looking for opportunities to take pictures at local sports venues. There
seem to be an abundance of State Parks which I am now exploring.

I graduated from college as an electrical engineer with little or no interest in the arts with a mild
interest in photography. I did enjoy music as a listener, but not as an active participant. I acquired
my first SLR camera in 1984 and began to appreciate the technical aspects of its operation. I then
decided to take a course in photography from a photographer who also photographed auto racing.
I then realized that I could combine photography and sports and began to make that combination
into a hobby. I started trying to get good indoor sports images using a flash or high ISO film, but
with little success. My first venture into digital photography was as I began to experiment with
scanning slides into my computer (another fascination of mine). I was able to manipulate those
photos and began to have fun. Then along came DSLR and my first digital camera, the Canon
30D. From there my photographic interests blossomed into membership in PSA and I began
entering contests. My primary areas of interest became numerous, mostly in the areas listed
below.
*Digital Manipulation or Altered Reality As I said my first venture into Digital photography was by scanning slides. One of my first
manipulated images “Psychedelic 3D Bird” was canned from a slide and then manipulated in PS
using something called psychedelic warp which is no longer in PS. The image was once accepted
in a PSA salon, and then received a “Best of Show” in the Wisconsin Valley Fair. One of my next
works of art “Gasoline Signs on Barn” was entered as a print at the Iowa State Fair (8000 print
entries from around the world) and ended up winning first place in the Creative category. The
signs on the barn are not manipulated, there is a barn in Rothschild, WI that features those signs.
My next creative image “Jiggle Balloons” was made up of different single balloons which I put
together into one image and was able to convince my siblings (who were there) that this was just
a scene that they missed. The “Plane and Chapel” image was created after the PSA convention
in Colorado Springs. In reality the plane sits at the entrance and is quite a distance from the Air
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Force Academy Chapel, but I thought they would look cool together. My last creative image
“Soldiers-Come-Home” is one of my favorites. The source images were taken in a local
gymnasium during a celebration for soldiers coming home from Iraq. I put five images together
into a collage and then used blending to smooth the edges around them.

Jiggle Balloons

Plane and Chapel

Gasoline Signs on Barn

Soldiers-Come-Home
Psychedelic 3D Bird

I really enjoyed putting these and many other images together. I have ideas for several more, but
not always enough time to create them
*Sports Even though many of my first digital images were creative my first passion has always been
photojournalism and specifically sports. My first attempts were with slides and using a flash
indoors. I had many rejects, but really started to develop my craft when I got my Canon 30D and
invested in lenses that would allow me to take images indoors without a flash. At last count I have
six lenses (from 50 – 600mm and f/1.2 to f/6.3) that I use mostly for my sports photography and
some wildlife. The first image “Kayaker in Trouble” was taken on a kayak course on the Wisconsin
River in Wausau, WI. It was taken with my 150-600mm, F/6.3 lens and was entered and won First
Place at the Iowa State Fair. Another image “Determined Pitcher” was taken with my 300 mm,
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f/2.8 lens which shows how that lens can be used to pretty much blur the background and eliminate
distractions. The next image “Wrestling Intensity” was taken with my 90 mm, f/1.2 lens which
shows how one can take indoor pictures with no flash and not have such a high ISO as to create
lots of noise in the image. The fourth image “Talking to the Umpire” was taken in color but was
then converted to Black and White using the Nik Silver Effects Pro filter. In the end the umpire
always wins the argument. The volleyball image “Action at the Net” was taken to show how difficult
it is to get the volleyball; a couple of player faces and a climactic movement all at the same time
in this rapidly moving sport. If I had been using film, I would have used several rolls of film to be
lucky and get this type of image. My last image for this part of the article “Coming Around the
Curve” is one example of the many types of good journalism images one can acquire while
photographing a bicycle race. This image is from the Snake Alley Criterium where racers go up
and then down a course that features a steep climb up Snake Alley (said to rival Lombard St. in
San Francisco for the crookedest street) and then a quick (up to 95 mph) descent through the
streets of Burlington, Iowa.

Determined Pitcher

Coming Around the Curve
Talking to the Umpire

Kayaker in Trouble

Wrestling Intensity

Action at the Net

My library of these and images from almost every other sport is quite extensive and has allowed
me to combine my love of sports and my passion for good photographs.
*Human Interest As detailed above my first interest in journalism was as a sports photographer, but I very quickly
realized that I was also quite interested in the human elements pleasant in everyday life. I have
four grandchildren in my life, and they present me with many opportunities for images telling the
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stories of their lives as they grow older. My first image “Happy Sliding” shows the pure joy of
going down a slide, during Steamboat Days in Burlington, IA, with no fear or care in the world. The
lighting is not perfect, but we all know that in journalism it is the story that carries the image. My
next image “Stoking the Fire” was taken Silver Dollar City in Branson, MO. Venues like Silver
Dollar City and smaller craft fairs often include exhibits such as these that present one with several
Human Interest opportunities. The image of the young girl and her melting ice cream cone “It's
Melting” was taken while walking on the sidewalk in Virginia Beach, VA. I believe her strong
emotion is just too much to resist even though there are distracting elements in the image. The
image “Maker of Bats” also from Silver Dollar City gives one a nostalgic view of how baseball
bats were made before large quantity machine produced bats that eventually replaced handmade
masterpieces. The last two images present some of the differences between newspaper
photojournalism and PSA contests. The first “Mickey and the Boys” is clearly posed and could
appear in a newspaper but would not be allowed in PSA Human Interest Competition. The last
image “Chocolate Sundae” however was not posed. My grandson was enjoying his sundae the
same as I was when I looked over, grabbed my point and shoot camera and caught this very
natural and unposed moment. It is often hard to tell when an image is posed or not.

It's Melting

Happy Sliding

Mickey and the Boys

Chocolate Sundae

Maker of Bats

Stoking the Fire
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Next to Sports images, Human Interest images are a joy to me as they talk about life. Sometimes
I can be disappointed when an image does not quite fit the Photojournalism definition so I enter
those images in the Projected Image Division even though they convey strong Human Interest.
*Photo Travel As I began to travel to different places with or without my grandchildren, I began to see that some
of my images involved travel so they must be eligible for Photo Travel, and I should begin entering
them. The new PSA Photo Travel judging guide is helpful and will be helpful to me and others
identify what images fit the Photo Travel definition. My first image “Barn at Steamboat” was taken
outside the ski area in Steamboat Springs, CO and represents a very distinguishable feature of
Colorado. To take this image at the time the sun was best, I had to stop skiing for the day and
literally “wade” through chest high snow to get the image you see here. The next image “Cal-Nev
Line” has been accepted and I believe meets the Photo Travel definition because the sign clearly
identifies where the image was taken. The third image “Disneyworld Castle” also has a
distinguishable feature, and it has been accepted in several PSA competitions. My fourth image
“Train Ready to Leave” has been accepted in Photo Travel competitions, but I am concerned that
the latest definition sort of rules out methods used to get to places of travel. My last photo travel
image “NYC in Las Vegas” clearly is a scene seen by many people throughout the world and
brings two famous cities to mind as one looks at the image. It was taken at night and handheld,
so I felt very lucky that I was able to get a usable image with just a point and shoot camera.

Barn at Steamboat

Golden Gate

Disneyworld Castle

Cal-Nev Line

NYC in Las Vegas
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I clearly enjoy travel and the taking of photographs in those places. My images of people in travel
are quite limited and I believe that we do not see enough images showing North American cultures
in PSA contest winning images.
*Nature I have not been as active in Nature images as I have in the above categories. I have lots of images
that have nature (as I think of it) in them but do not meet the PSA definition. In my travels
throughout the USA, I often find images that do meet the PSA definition and so I decided to start
entering them. My first Nature image “Bull Elk” was taken with my 150-500 mm lens in Yellowstone
Park. These long distances often work best in Yellowstone as they usually are taken in less
crowded areas. My second image “Eagle Above the Mississippi” was taken right in my then
hometown of Burlington, Iowa right along the Mississippi River, again with a long lens so I would
not spook the eagle. Image number three was taken as I was walking into the Animal Kingdom in
Disneyworld. You are allowed to enter images of animals or birds that have tags if the tags are
not a major part of the image. This image has been one of my most accepted Nature images.
Image number four illustrates subjects other than birds and animals that are also good candidates
for Nature competitions. Many people will know that this is Mammoth Hot Springs, again taken in
Yellowstone Park near the Gardiner entrance. My final Nature image “Schwabacher Landing” was
taken in the Teton National Park not too far from Jackson Hole, Wyoming. It again shows us the
beauty of Nature in a park where Ansel Adams took some of his famous images.
As I said Nature is not one of my strengths, but I do enjoy taking Nature photos including those
that I think are Nature but just do not meet the PSA definition.

Bull Elk
Eagle Above the Mississippi
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Spoonbills and Eggs

Mammoth Hot Springs

Schwabacher Landing
In conclusion I started in photography rather late in life and with limited artistic training.
Photography has improved my understanding of those areas and it has given me many
opportunities to expand my understanding of art as well as enjoying the things like sports and
computers that I already was passionate about.
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My Photography Journey
By Zee Kek HENG, GMPSA/B, EFIAP/P, GPU CR 5
When I retired at the end of 2009, I took up photography as a
hobby for my leisure time. To get greater insights about
photography, I started to participate in international photo salons in
November 2011. Throughout these years of participation in
international photo salons, I gained better skills and knowledge of
photography as an art. Photography gives me great enjoyment,
satisfaction and international recognition for my works among the
photo fraternity.
Indoor studio photography teaches me how to use light sources
to obtain better portraits, as well as to capture the mood, facial
expressions and the body postures with respect to composition,
background and other aesthetic aspects (Pic. 1 & 2). Post enhancements and simple creativity
skills alleviate a picture’s appeal (Pic 3).

Pic 2 Sequence of ribbon dance
Travel photography opens my eyes to a wide
scope of cultures, daily lives and the natural
landscapes of different countries and her
people. The Great Wall of China is one national
monument not to be missed (Pic 4). Pic 5
shows the water dance performance by the
Argentinian dancers at the Singapore Night
Festival. Pic 6 captures the contrast between
modern transportation (the car in the
background), and a more traditional option (in
the foreground).

Pic 1 Lina with golden net

Pic 3 Spider and ladies
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Pic 5 Sliding waves

Pic 6 Porter

Nature photography teaches us the importance of the close relationship between us and
the environment. The peaceful morning scene is more beautiful with sunlight shining through the
plants, grassland and animals (Pic 7). One waits patiently for hours to observe how the parent
birds took turns to feed the chicks every half an hour (Pic 8). As cleanliness is crucial to the
safety and survival of the chicks, the parent birds cleaned the net regularly to keep the net dry
and clean (Pic 9).

Pic 7 Look for food

Pic 8 Feeding chicks

Pic 9 Busy parents

Sport photograph is yet of my favourite photography category. Sepak takraw is popular
among many Asian countries, and players leap high in mid-air to strike the ball and score points
(Pic 10). Hard work and perseverance return awards for international pride (Pic 11), but the true
champions are those who strive for excellence under difficult conditions (Pic 12).

Pic 10 Flying kick

Pic 11 Singapore Champs
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2015 SEA Games
My greatest satisfactions come from my involvements in international and charity events
as a volunteer photographer at the 2015 South East Asea Games (Pic 13), 2015 ASEAN Para
Games, 2016 National Games, 2018 Singapore Golf Open (Pic 14), and SPD Charity Golf 2019
(Pic 15) at Orchid Country Club, Singapore. I feel honoured to serve in the Jury Panel in many
international photo salons. I chair The Photographic Society of Singapore PSS Salon Interest
Group and serve as PSA Membership Director for Singapore. It is a great joy to see so many
new fellow photo exhibitors gaining international awards and honours.

Pic 13 SEA Games 2015

Pic 14 Singapore Golf Open 2018 Pic 15 SPD Charity Golf

Photography is not just about winning international awards and gaining recognition for my
works. I am now more aware of the people, events and physical environment around me,
especially as we live through the pandemic Covid-19. The world will be a more beautiful and
better place to live in if we show more love and care to one another.
*Pic 1,2,3,4,6,7 & 10 received several international awards including the PSA, FIAP,
RPS, & GPU Gold medals. Pic 5 received 2016 Shanghai International Exhibition “Lang Jing
Shan Gold Trophy” Award.
Photo Honors:
GMPSA/B, EFIAP/P, GPU CR 5, APAS, FAPPA, ESPSS, GMUPHK, GMVPAS, GAPU, HON.
FUPHK, HON. WPAI, PSA Who’s Who in Photography Top 10 Exhibitors: 2013: PPDCB &
PPDMB, 2014: PIDC, PIDM, PTD Digital & Prints, PJD Digital & Prints.
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My Mejda - Benu Sen: A Legend in Photography
By Professor Biswatosh Sengupta
Photographic Association of Dum Dum, INDIA

I really feel privileged to witness how Benu Sen became a legendary
pictorialist from an Aviation Engineering trainee. Fate probably had a
role to determine the legend he became, but he would never have
reached the zenith of his greatness without the sheer brilliance he
possessed and the relentless effort he put into his art. It is difficult to
chronicle the brilliance of such a maestro in few words, and I really
do not know where to start. However, I shall try to recount in brief his
contributions towards promotion of photography, achievements,
honors, the various positions he held and a few personal anecdotes.
Even though he explored all the genres in Photography but I have
dwelled upon his creativity only in few fields and especially in
Spirituality and Women’s psychology.
Benu Sen
Benu Sen, whom we fondly referred to as ‘Mejda’ ( second eldest brother in our joint family),
popularly known as Benuda or Sir, the eldest son of Monindranath Sengupta and Prabhavati
Devi, was born on May 26, 1932, at his uncle's house in Bagbazar. Apart from being a master
photographer, he also was an ace craftsman. He made a camera, an enlarger which we still use
in PAD, light stands, tripods, filters etc. The craftsmanship was not limited within the domain of
photography. He could stitch cloths and leather articles. He was an excellent swimmer, a cricketer
and above all a dare devil person.
In 1957, Mr. Benu Sen founded the Photographic Association of Dumdum (PAD) with a few
like-minded friends, now PAD is a world renowned Photographic Institution having nurtured many
internationally acclaimed photo artists. Mejda induced all our family members in the realm of
photography, all of whom served or are serving PAD in different capacities in different point in
times.
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Mejda’s
remarkable
contributions
in
photography are, ‘BS4’ – an extra ordinary fine
grain developer for tropical countries, ‘Tonorama
- a technique to obtain Tone-separation using
Solarisation (Photo1) and Macro-pictography.
He introduced colour photogram (Photo2) and
colour separation from Black & White Negatives
(Photo3) in India.

1.Paradise Lost
I think the introduction of the ‘Free Systematic Photographic
Course, which incidentally was my idea, is one of the most
significant contributions of PAD and it could not have been possible
without his guidance and active involvement. Since the introduction
of the course in 1968, he taught at PAD till his last days. As a result,
PAD became a full-fledged photography education center free of
cost.
Mejda had great leadership quality. Under his leadership PAD
organized nine International Photographic Conferences, twelve all
India Seminars, fifty three international Salons and several local
exhibitions to promote and propagate photography. He organized a
number of Solo Exhibitions and Group Shows, presented numerous

3.Tanushre

2.Colour Photogram 4

papers and published a number of articles, delivered T.V. &
Radio talks on photography. He authored the book ‘Art of
Photography’ and co-authored two important books
"Experimental Photography" and "Learn Photography". He
served as jury in many International and All India salons and
competitions in India and abroad. He was simultaneously a
teacher, researcher, administrator and preacher. He has
produced numerous internationally renowned photo artists and
taught several thousand students. I, being his younger brother,
was fortunate to receive his love, affection and guidance for
about 50 years and learned many things about photography.
People used to say that I am his ‘Lakshman’ brother.
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Benu Sen is considered a legend in the world of pictorial photography. His contribution to the
development of world photography is unsurpassed to that of any other Indian photographer. Under
his supervision, a state-of-the-art photography department was set up in the Indian Museum in
1973, which he headed till retirement in 1990. In 2000, he was awarded the National Award by
the Government of India for his contributions in Photography; needless to say a rare fit for any
photographer.
Benu Sen is the third person in the world to receive the coveted honor of 'Master of Photography'
(MFIAP) from the Federation International de la Art Photographique. The Royal Photographic
Society of Great Britain conferred him fellowship (FRPS) in 1975. He obtained EFIAP in 1970 and
ESFIAP in 1982. He was awarded numerous honorary titles such as Hon. FJIAP (Japan), Hon.
FNPAS (Sri Lanka), Hon. FPBS. (Bangladesh), Hon. FPAD (India), Hon. FCOS (Romania),
Hon.PAB, Hon. SOP etc. He was crowned with the most prestigious honour Hon. EFIAP in 2006.
Mejda was the third president of the Photographic Association of Dumdum (PAD), the third
president of the Federation of Indian Photography. He was also Vice President of the India
International Photographic Council as well as Calcutta Photo Club Coordination Center and Head
of The Photography Department of the Indian Museum.
There are very few people in this world who are blessed with the quality of remaining humble
despite glorious achievements. Mejda was one such fine example. His presence used to make
everyone around him feel very cordial, comfortable and courageous. Despite such stupendous
achievements in photography, he remained a humble man, easily approachable by all and sundry.
His ability to make people feel special was remarkable. This is a quality by which a true teacher
transcends himself to greatness. He left a long-lasting impression on others.
Through his camera, he brings out the unfamiliar and unseen context of the known world that
acquires a new look, a new meaning and above all a beauty that has so long remained unnoticed.
The commonplace becomes uncommon as it is painted in a new hue. And that’s where we meet
the artist’s, mystical human heart.
He traversed through and explored various branches of photography. What distinguishes this
renowned photographer is his sensitive soul evident from his subject selection, use of darkroom
techniques and ultimate transformation of the mundane to something creative and ethereal. His
still life, travel photographs and experimental photographs all bear his insignia and are easily
recognized amidst the chaos of thousands of photographs.
In his artistic pursuit Benu Sen proves his excellence through his pictures. His pictures are proof
of not only his great mastery over technique, but also reveals his sensitive mind. His perception
of colour harmony, tonal balance, composition and capability of using the right technique to bring
out the essence of the theme and aesthetics are unmatched.
A true artist like Benu Sen can freely wander in different genres of art. However, I feel that his
pictures relating to women’s psychology and ‘age study’ are matchless in the world. Most of these
pictures were created using artificial lighting and Benu Sen was a master in studio lighting. The
following paragraphs will provide a flavor of his creation:
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Mother and Child- is one of the most common subjects in
Art. God cannot be everywhere, so He created mother. Both
in Oriental and Occidental Art, images of ‘Mother’ play a
pivotal role in the accepted hierarchy of genres. The eternal
relationship of ‘Mother and Child’ has been depicted in the field
of photography by many photo artists. Mejda created his
masterpiece, ‘Mother’ in 1957. It is a high key portrait of a
mother and child that employs Raphael style composition. It
received applause and awards from different parts of the
world. It is the first Indian picture published in British Almanac
in 1960. About sixty five years have elapsed, but I am yet to
see such a pleasing picture like ‘Mother’, though many
pictures are presented on that theme every year in different
Salons. (Photo4)

Portraiture- Portraits are one of the most fascinating genres in all forms of art and Benu
Sen was a doyen of Portrait Photography. He produced number of masterpieces in women’s
portraits. He created classic characteristic portraits, beautiful creative portraits as well as
experimental portraits in colour. His portraits employ both low key and high key tonal ranges as
well as midtones and were shot, both indoor and outdoor. He was a great master in Portraiture
lighting. Some of his creations are included in this article. (Photo5,6,7,8)

5.Wise Man of The East

7.Lotus

6.Modern Monalisa

8.Sublime

Spirit of Indian-ness (based on Indian Philosophy & Women’s psychology) - Benu Sen
photographed myriad dimensions of Indian life, society and philosophy. In his endeavor, he was
mostly influenced by the Indian artistic tradition, which evolved with an emphasis on inducing
special spiritual or philosophical states in the audience and with their symbolic representation. The
philosophy guiding the Indian artist has been “Satyam, Shivam, Sundaram” – leading him to the
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everlasting quest for truth, goodness and beauty. Benu Sen’s FRPS & MFIAP Honors were on
this theme. Few examples are :

9.Evening Glory

10.Beau Ideal

11.Egyption

EVENING GLORY is a beautiful creative portrait depicting a Bengali woman offering her evening
prayer. It not only symbolizes the cultural activity and spiritual outlook but also conveys serene
and sublime beauty. (Photo9)
BEAU IDEAL is an example where women‘s psychology and inner feeling are more dominating.
The flower symbolises the beauty of nature. (Photo10)
EGYPTIAN aptly captures the grandeurs of a young lady depicting that every woman is a queen
at heart. (Photo11)
SHYNESS is a portrait of the hands of a young lady.
This picture is characterized by exceptional lighting
and tonal qualities as well expression of hands which
are so tender and adoring. (Photo12)
Other notable pictures in this genre are Third Eye,
Memorial, Forbidden Flower, Lost Horizon, Ivy, etc.
(Photo13,14,15,16,17)
12.Sighness
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14.Memorial
13.Third Eye

16.Lost Horizon

15.Forbidden Flower

17.Ivy

18.StillLife

Still-life is a particular genre of visual art, where the artist creates the whole set up by himself with
the help of some inanimate objects according to his choice and imagination. Benu Sen was often
at his creative best in this genre. (Photo18)
Humanity- I don’t think it would be irrelevant to try to highlight his humanity in today’s global
turmoil. We see that the seat of humanity is not in ‘Aishwarya’ (wealth), but in compassion and
love.
CO-EEXISTENCE: Bible says “Man shall not live by bread alone”. Indian philosophy also similarly
says ---Man is not happy by possessing wealth only. Like food for physical health. He needs
nutrition for mental health also. This is true for everybody, a daily worker also. Mere food can not
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satisfy all his needs. How many people can think of it and how many have really endeavored to
establish this through their vision and creations. Only a sensitive soul can realize that and Benu
Sen had that quality of mind, which is reflected through this picture. (Photo19)

19.Co Existance

20. Requiem
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‘REQUIEM” is a candid photograph, where he tried to establish the fact that one happens to be a
ruler so long he has the power, wealth and followers. But power of wealth, society and youth are
all transitory and pride for those things is mere foolishness. Time can grasp all these in a moment
and this is a bare reality. Once the power is gone even the weaker dominates over you. The
visionary power and modesty of the soul of the author are apparent from this photograph. A
common day to day event is transformed into a highly philosophical theme by the magical visionary
power and modesty of mind of the author. (Photo20)
He was an institution by himself; he had infinite knowledge in photography and never hesitated to
impart his knowledge patiently. He never refused anyone who came to him to learn something
.That’s why the following shloka of Isopanishad is very applicable to him:
Om Purnamadah Purnamidang Purnat Purnamudachyate.
Purnasya Purnamadaya Purnamebabashisyate.
Oh Shantih Shantih Shantih ..
( “That is full, It is full. It has grown from full to full.
By accepting the fullness of the whole, the whole remains.”)

In fact, even being a family member he was almost a saint. He dreamt in the language of
photography and meditated in it. Photography was his first love, photography was his life, and
PAD was his blood, till the last day of his life (17th May 2011). He continued his efforts of promotion
and propagation of photographic art and sciences till his last days.
We know art plays a very significant role in elevating man’s mind and soul. It gives birth to
innovative ideas, aesthetic awareness and creative pursuit. Photography is one such avenue for
creative satisfaction. The whole life of Benu Sen was a living testimony of this idea.
Ten years have elapsed since Benu Sen, our former President, the great master and a legendary
Photo-Artist has passed away. But we always feel his presence; it seems that he is around us.
There are stars in the sky, which are dead millions of years ago; but we still get the light of those
stars because of their eternal distance in space and they will continue to glow further for unknown
years to come. Such is the case with my Mejda, your Benuda, who though absent is very much
with us, and we are fortunate enough to be inspired and encouraged to proceed to reach our goal
and to carry on our duty for promotion and propagation of photographic art through our regular
activities as guidance set down by our predecessors and revised time to time as and when
required.
Let the creative genius of Benu Sen continue to motivate the photo artists of the coming ages.
Let his sensitivity, vision, artistry and brilliance inspire us all to reach new zeniths of artistic
excellence.
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Condolence
Biswatosh Sengupta, Jt. Secretary, PAD

“Ache Dukha Ache Mritu, Biraha dahan Lage
Tabuo Shanti,Tabu Ananda ,Tabu Ananta Jage” - Tagore
We are shocked to learn that our beloved Sandeep Thakurta and Bhaskardev Mukhopadhyay are no
more. They passed away on Friday the 24th September and Saturday the 25th September 2021 at the age
of about 46 and 61 respectively.
Both of them joined PAD as students in 2004, obtained Diploma in Photography in 2007. They were
deeply associated with the various activities of PAD. They came in close contact of our founder member
late Benu Sen. Both of them had many international acceptances and won number of awards from
various Salons and were also awarded EFIAP and FFIP distinctions for their outstanding contribution in
pictorial photography.
Sadeep was professionally a Teacher, ever smiling, soft spoken with a very pleasant personality.
Trekking and Photography were his passion. He was a regular Instructor of FECP Course. Recently his
article on “Hornbill Festival of India“ was published in the August 2021 issue of FIAP NEWS, a rare
achievement for any photographer . In his death PAD lost a vibrant member, a regular salon participant,
a creative photo artist with distinctive imagination and style whose contribution for the cause of
Photography development is unparalleled.
Bhaskardev was a retired bank employee having great organising capacity with pleasing and firm
characteristics. Trekking, Photography and Social work were his passion. He was the mentor and
founder of Barrackpore Photolovers Association, organised Number of National and International
Salons, and organised Photographic Courses with our faculties. In his death PAD lost a vibrant PADian,
a well-wisher, a creative photo artist with distinctive imagination whose contribution for the promotion
and propagation of Photography is worth mentioning.
We the students & members of PAD deeply mourn the sudden & untimely demise of Sandeep Thakurta
and Bhaskardev Mukhopadhyay. We have no word to express our deep sorrow and to console their
wifes, son and daughters, and other members of the bereaved family. We can only pray to the Almighty
to give them strength to bear this unbearable loss. We also pray to the Supreme God to lead us “from
unreal to the Real, from darkness to Light, from death to Eternity”.
May their souls rest in peace!
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Join WPAI
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Online WPAI Membership
https://www.wpaidelhi.com/application-form-for-new-membership-renewal-of-membership/
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UPCOMING SALONS / CIRCUITS
SAM CIRCUIT 2021 (International Digital Circuit)
Closing Date: 1st November 2021
Recognition no. – PSA 2021-1499 & WPAI 2021/022-027
8 Sections – Mono Open, Mono Theme – City Life, Color Open,
Color Theme – People, Nature, Wildlife, Photojournalism & Photo Travel
Website: https://www.wpaidelhi.com/

JCM CIRCUIT 2021 (National Digital Circuit)
Closing Date: 6th December 2021
Recognition no. – 2021/FIP/209-210-211/2021,
WPAI 2021/028-030 & JCM 005-007/2021
5 Sections – Mono Open, Color Open, Nature incl. wildlife, Photojournalism & Photo Travel
Website: https://www.jcmcircuits.com/

WPAI CIRCUIT 2022 (International Digital Circuit)
Closing Date: 22nd February 2022
Recognition no. – 2022/PSA-XXX, WPAI 2021/002-004
8 Sections – Mono Open, Mono Theme – City Life, Color Open,
Color Theme – People, Nature, Wildlife, Photojournalism & Photo Travel
Website: https://www.wpaidelhi.com/

JCM CIRCUIT 2022 (International Digital Circuit)
Closing Date: 6th December 2021
Recognition no. – 2021/FIP/208/2021, FIAP 2022/XXX, WPAI 2021/001 & JCM 001/2021
4 Sections – PIDM- Open, PIDC- Open, Nature incl. Wildlife & Photo Travel
Website: https://www.jcmcircuits.com/
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